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Introduction. The properties of the simplest magnetic monopoles in Yang-Mills-
Higgs theory in flat spacetime are by now quite well understood. Moreover the fact that
almost any grand unified theory will admit monopole solutions has had a profound im-
pact on modern cosmology since it provides a very strong argument in favour of inflation
as a possible solution of the monopole problem. It is therefore rather surprising that
comparatively little is known about the gravitational properties of magnetic monopoles
and the relation between monopoles and black holes. In the past couple of years or so
this situation has begun to change and it is my purpose in these lectures to review the
current situation and make some comments on it. I have included a fairly complete list
of references, not all of which are referred to explicitly in the text, for the convenience
of those wishing to follow up these topics.
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21. Monopoles in Flat Spacetime. The virial theorem tells us that any finite
energy time-independent solution of the equations of motion must satisfy:
∫
IR3
Tikd
3x = 0 (1.1)
where Tik are the spatial components of the energy-momentum tensor. Equation (1.1)
follows from the conservation equation Tij,j = 0 and the obvious consequence:
(Tijxk), j = Tik
using the divergence theory and discarding the boundary term. The physical meaning
of (1.1) is that the total stresses in an extended object must balance. In particular the
components of Tik cannot have a fixed sign - for example the spatial trace
∑
i Tii equals
the sum of the “principle pressures”so there must be regions where the matter is in
tension and regions where it is in compression. For a pure Higgs field (assumed through
out these lectures to lie in the adjoint representation of SU(2))
Tij = +DiΦ.DjΦ− 1
2
δij(DkΦ.DkΦ)− 1
2
δij W (Φ) (1.2)
and (1.1) cannot possibly be satisfied as long as W (Φ) ≥ 0. The potential term gives
an isotropic negative pressure. The gradient term gives a positive pressure along the
gradient direct and equal tensions in the orthogonal directions. The sum of principal
pressures is thus negative. In fact this result holds for an arbitrary harmonic map with
non-negative potential.
By contrast for a Yang-Mills field
Tij = −Bi.Bj + 1
2
Bk.Bkδij (1.3)
where
Bi =
1
2
ǫijkFjk (1.4)
is the magnetic field strength. As Faraday taught Maxwell there is now a tension along
the direction of Bi and an equal pressure orthogonal to the field lines. The sum of the
principal pressures is now positive. Thus for pure Yang-Mills there can be no static
solution either.
However as ’t Hooft and Polyakov showed there is a solution of the combined Yang-
Mills Higgs system which does satisfy (1.1) and which is stable. Infact it minimizes the
“total energy”: ∫
T00d
3x =
∫
d3x[
1
2
B2 +
1
2
(DΦ)2 +W (Φ)] 1.5
where D is of course now a gauge covariant derivative. Moreover if Φ transforms by the
adjoint representation of the gauge group SU(2) the total energy is bounded below by
4πη
e
= gη (1.6)
3where e is the gauge coupling constant, g = 4π/e the magnetic charge of the monopole
and |Φ| → η at infinity. This Bogomolnyi bound can only be attained if W (Φ) vanishes
identically (the Prasad Sommerfeld limit) and the Bogomolnyi equations:
±Bi = DiΦ (1.7)
hold, moreover from (1.7), it follows that the stresses vanish pointwise i.e. Tij = 0.
The Prasad Sommerfeld limit and the associated Bogomolnyi equations are of great
mathematical interest and have many geometrical consequences. They are also related
to supersymmetry: the system with W (Φ) = 0 admits an N = 4 supersymmetric
extension. It has, as a consequence, received a great deal of attention. Of greater
physical relevance is the case when
W (Φ) = λ(Φ2 − η2)2 (1.8)
and the total energy is given by
4πη
e
f(λ/e2) (1.9)
where f(λ/e2) is a dimensionless function of the dimensionless ratio λ/e2 with f(0) = 1.
In addition to the finite energy solutions there is a static solution of the pure Higgs
field equations (with Φ again a triplet of SU(2)) Φ satisfies a Hedgehog Ansatz:
Φa = (xa/r)F (r) (1.10)
with F (0) = 0 and F (∞) = η. Since
T00 → η
2
r2
(1.11)
this solution has infinite energy. It is called a global monopole.
It is a non-singular solution of the Higgs equations of motion. It is however well
approximated by a singular solution of the non-linear σ-model obtained by enforcing
the constraint that
|Φ|2 = η2 (1.12)
everywhere. Such singular solutions arise in the theory of nematic liquid crystals. They
are known to be unstable in that a lower energy configuration is available with the
energy concentrated along lines (“strings ”) with energy per unit length equal to 4πη2.
Global monopoles have recently been considered in connection with “cosmic textures”.
I will discuss them further in a later section. Let us first see to what extent these basic
facts are modified when we consider self-gravitating monopoles.
42. Static Solutions of Einstein’s Equations Without Horizons
Globally static metrics (i.e. time independent, time reversal invariant and without
event horizons) may be cast in the form:
ds2 = −V 2(x)dt2 + gij(x)dxidxj (2.1)
The field equations are then:
∇2gV = 4πGV (T0ˆ0ˆ +
∑
Tjˆjˆ) (2.2)
Rij [g] = V
−1∇i∇jV + 4πGgij(T0ˆ0ˆ −
∑
Tjˆjˆ) + 8πGTij (2.3)
where ∇2g is the Laplacian of gij and ∇i its covariant derivative. T0ˆ0ˆ and Tjˆkˆ are the
components of the energy momentum tensor in an orthonormal frame with e0 = V
−1 ∂
∂t
.
If the metric is asymptotically flat then
V ∼ 1− 2Gm/r +O( 1
r2
) and gij ∼ (1 + 2Gm
r
)δij + 0(
1
r2
) (2.4)
where m is the A.D.M. mass of the spacetime. From (2.2) we have
m =
∫
Σ
V (T0ˆ0ˆ +
∑
Tiˆˆi)
√
gd3x (2.5)
where Σ is a surface of constant time (assumed complete).
For some purposes it is convenient to rescale the 3-metric gij and re-write (2.1) as
ds2 = −e2Udt2 + e−2Uγijdxidxj (2.6)
The quantity U may be called the Newtonian potential. The field equations now become:
∇2γU = 4πGe−2U (T0ˆ0ˆ +
∑
iˆ
Tiˆˆi) (2.7)
and
R˜ij [γ] = 2∂iU∂jU ++8πG(Tij − γije−2U
∑
Tiˆˆi) (2.8)
where R˜ij is the Ricci tensor of γij . Now note:
(1) from (2.4) it follows that γij is a complete asymptotically flat 3-metric with
zero ADM mass
(2) from (2.8) the Ricci scalar R˜ of γij is given by
R˜ = 2γij∂iU∂jU − 16πGe−2U (
∑
Tiˆˆi) (2.9)
Using the positive mass theorem we now deduce the following
Theorem 1 There are no globally static asymptotically flat solutions of
Einstein’s with
∑
i Tiˆˆi ≤ 0. In other words since gravity is attractive we need some
pressure to resist collapse inwards. Note that to prove theorem 1 we do not need to
assume that, the matter has positive energy.
5If Tαβ = 0 theorem 1 is just Lichnerowicz’s theorem If the matter is a scalar field
however we obtain a new result:
Cor 1. There are no globally static asymptotically solutions of Ein-
stein’s equations with a minimally coupled scalar field source with a non-
negative potential.
It is interesting to note that the solutions recently derived by Vilenkin and Bariola
giving the gravitational fields of global monopoles escape cor. 1 by virtue of not being
asymptotically flat, as I shall describe later. It is also important to point out that there
do exist solutions in which a complex scalar field varies harmonically with time in such
a way that Tµν and the metric gµν are static. Such scalar fields are said to consist of
Q-matter.
On the other hand for pure Einstein-Yang-Mills we cannot deduce from Theorem
1 that there are no static solutions without horizons, since
∑
Tiˆˆi ≥ 0. In fact for pure
Einstein-Maxwell theory there are in fact no static solutions without horizons (for a
proof see Breitenlohner, Gibbons and Maison (1988)). It came as a surprise therefore
when Bartnik and McKinnon (1988) announced the existence of an integer’s worth of
static spherically symmetric solutions. Their metric ansatz was
ds2 = −e2U(r)dt2 + dr
2
1− 2Gm(r)
r
+ r2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2) (2.10)
with
eA = a(r)τ3dt+ w(r)(τ1dθ + τ2 sin θdφ) + τ3 cos θdφ (2.11)
where τ1, τ2 τ3 is the usual basis for the Lie algebra of SU(2). Equation (2.11) gives
spherically symmetric SU(2) connection over S2 if we set r = constant, t = constant.
Purely magnetic solutions have a(r) = 0 and eF = w′dr ∧ dθτ1 + w′ sin θdr ∧ dφτ2 −
(1− w2) sin θdθ ∧ dφτ3.
According to Bartnik and McKinnon the assumption of suitable asymptotics and
of finite energy implies that the electric potential a(r) must vanish. There results a
system of radial ordinary differential equations for U(r), w(r), and m(r). If ′ denotes
differentiation with respect to r we have:
m′
4πG
= (1− 2Gm
r
)(w′)2 +
1
2
1
r2
(1− w2)
r2(1− 2Gm
r
)w′′ + (2Gm− (1− w
2)
r2
2
)w′ + (1− w2)w = 0
and
U =
1
2
ln(1− 2Gm
r
)− 4πG
∫
∞
r
1
r
(w′)2dr
These equations may be combined into a single 3rd order differential equation as shown
by Ray (1978) who may be said to have anticipated some aspects of the results of Bartnik
and Mckinnon. In any event Bartnik and Mckinnon presented numerical evidence that
there exist solutions with
m(r) = O(r3); w(r) = 1 +O(r2) at r = 0
6and
m(r) ∼ m(∞)− c2/r3; w(r) ∼ ±(1− c/r) at r =∞
for some constant c.
The solutions are indexed by the number k of zeros of w(r); k = 1, 1, 2 . . .. The
solutions have 3 regions. Region I is an inner core. Region III is the asymptotic region
where F = 0( 1
r3
) and the metric becomes Schwarzschildean. The middle region has
w ≈ 0 and the solution behaves rather like an abelian U(1) Dirac monopole and the
geometry resembles the throat region of an extreme Reissner-Nordstrom solution.
The results of Bartnik and McKinnon have been confirmed by Kunzle and Masood-
ul-Alam (1990) and by Maison (private communication).
The question immediately arises: are these solutions stable? Bartnik and McKin-
non themselves felt that the cases k ≥ 3 were unstable. A stability analysis was carried
out by Straumann and Zhou (1990)and also (private communications) by Maison. These
analyses show that these solutions are unstable for all values of k. Presumably a small
perturbation would cause them either to collapse to form a black hole or (rather less
likely) to explode and dissipate. Since they have no magnetic moment the expected
hole will be Schwarzschild like. A noteworthy feature of the analysis of Straumann and
Zhou was that the configurations they considered were spherically symmetric and yet
time-dependent. In other words Birkhoff’s theorem is not valid for Einstein-Yang-Mills
unlike Einstein-Maxwell.
Thus Einstein-Yang-Mills admits unstable finite energy static non-singular solu-
tions. We have seen above that the Einstein-Higgs equations do not. What about
Einstein-Yang-Mills-Higgs? It is physically clear that for small values of Gm/R where
R is a typical radius and m a typical total energy the effects of gravity on a ’t Hooft-
Polyakov monopole will be negligible. Since typically
m ∼ 4πη
e
R ∼ 1
eη
gravity will be negligible so long as:
4πGη2 ≪ 1.
If, on the other hand we consider a one parameter family of static solutions labelled
by the dimensionless number 4πGη2 (keeping λ/e2 fixed) we might expect to encounter
a critical value beyond which no static solutions are possible because they will undergo
gravitational collapse. It is also likely that the static family will already have become
unstable at some smaller value of 4πGη2. The intuition one is drawing on here is of
course an analogy with the theory of white dwarf stars, the critical value of 4πGη2
corresponding to the famous Chandrasehkar limit.
As far as I know a detailed analysis of this situation has not been carried out until
recently. Miguel Ortiz in his Ph.D thesis has begun a numerical study and his results
confirm that for fixed λ/e2 there is a maximum value of 4πGη2 beyond which regular
solutions without event horizons cease to exist. This maximum value is about 2.5 in the
Prasad-Sommerfeld limit and decreases as the quartic coupling constant λ increases.
7The metric at large distances appears to approach the Reissner-Nordstrom form with
an approximately minimal mass for a magnetic charge g, that is the monopole appears
to collapse as soon as the Cosmic Censorship allows. The exterior gauge field and
Higgs field appear to approach a Wu-Yang like configuration with the Higgs field being
covariantly constant. This will be described in sections 4 and five in more detail.
The basic equations for self-gravitating ’t Hooft Polyakov monopoles in the spher-
ically symmetric case were in fact written down some time ago by Perry, Van Nieuwen-
huizen and Wilkinson (1976). A variational principle was established but the equations
were not analysed in detail. A qualitative physical discussion along the lines indicated
in the previous paragraph has been given by Frieman and Hill (1987). Some more
exact information can possibly be obtained by considering the generalizations of the
Bogomolnyi bound in the gravitational setting so we now turn to that topic.
83. Bogomolnyi Bounds for Einstein-Yang-Mills-Higgs Initial Data
We shall consider time-symmetries initial data for simplicity, that is the second
fundamental form Kij of the initial surface is assumed to vanish. In addition we assume
that the non abelian electric field vanishes, as well as the time component of the Higgs
field’s covariant derivative. Thus the Ricci scalar R of the 3-metric gij satisfies
R = 16πGT0ˆ0ˆ (3.1)
where
T0ˆ0ˆ =
1
2
B2 +
1
2
(DΦ)2 +W (Φ). (3.2)
Let us define the “total amount of matter” on the initial surface Σ (assumed to be
complete) by:
M =
∫
Σ
T0ˆ0ˆ
√
( 3g) d3x (3.3)
Note that M does not, in general, equal the ADM mass m of the 3-metric gij .
Even if it were the case that the data were such as to evolve to a static solution a
comparison of (3.3) and (2.5) shows that M and m cannot be expected to coincide.
Another measure of the total energy of the matter in a static spacetime would be the
“Killing Energy” E defined by
E =
∫
Σ
√
(− g00) T0ˆ0ˆ
√
gd3x (3.4)
In general we have (when they are defined)
M 6= E 6=M 6= m
Now Bogomolnyi’s original argument may trivially be “covariantised” with respect
to spatial diffeomorphisms using the covariantly constant alternating tensor ǫijk of the
3-metric gij (I prefer not to use tensor densities and I am of course assuming that the
initial surface is oriented). Thus we have
Theorem 2. The total amount of matter M of a time-symmetric ini-
tial dates set for the SU(2) Einstein-Yang-Mills-Higgs equations with non
negative potential W (Φ) is bounded below by
M ≥ gη (3.5)
where g is the asymptotic magnetic monopole moment .For a single monopole
g = 4π/e. Moreover equality in (3.5) implies that the covariant Bogomolnyi equations
hold.
DiΦ = ±1
2
ǫi
jk Fjk (3.6)
hold.
The existence of solution of (3.6) on a curved metric has been studied by Floer
(1987)). Although of some mathematical interest the following result shows that these
solutions are never of relevance if the monopole self-gravitates.
9Theorem 3. Static solutions of the Einstein-Yang-Mills-Higgs equations
satisfying the Bogomolnyi equations (3.6) or equivalently saturating the Bo-
gomolnyi bound (3.5) do not exist.
Proof The Bogomolnyi equation (3.6) imply that the spatial components of the
stress tensor Tij = 0. We can thus invoke our previous theorem 1.
It is known that to form an abelian black hole of ADM massm and magnetic charge
g we must have
m ≥ g√
4πG
(3.7)
(recall that we are using rationalized units for electromagnetic or Yang-Mills fields).
Equality in corresponds to the Papapetrou-Majumdar metrics describing the equipoise
of an arbitrary number of extreme Reissner-Nordstrom magnetic black holes. As men-
tioned in section 2 equation (3.7) shows that for fixed magnetic charge g a ’t Hooft
Polyakov monopole cannot collapse until its ADM mass m satisfies
√
4πGm ≥ g. Since
m ∼ M ∼ ηg we need 4πGη2 ≥ 1 which agrees approximately with what has been
found by Ortiz. It thus seems very reasonable to expect that the configuration to which
it gives rise is similar, if not identical to, an extreme Reissner-Nordstrom solution. We
shall consider static solutions with horizons with horizons. That we in the next section.
Before doing so we remark that some information about initial data for Einstein-Yang-
Mills-Higgs has been obtained by Malec and and Koc (1990) and Chmaj and Malec
(1989).
If one is merely interested in the Yang-Mills equations in a gravitational background
it is possible to find a modified set of Bogomolnyi equations:
DiΦ = Bi − Φ∇iU (3.8)
where U is the Newtonian potential as defined by (2.6). If the background metric
satisfies
∇2gU = 0, (3.9)
then (3.8) implies the second order Yang-Mills equations in the background (see Comtet
(1980) and Comtet Forgacs and Horvathy (1984). In general (3.9) will be incompat-
ible with the Einstein-Yang-Mills equations. An interesting case for which (3.9) is
compatible with the Einstein-Yang-Mills equations is when γij is flat. This gives the
Papapetrou-Majumdar metrics for which the left and right hand sides of (3.8) are sepa-
rately zero and B and Φ point in a constant direction in internal space. For more detail
about these equations see Horvathy ((1987)
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4. Static solutions of the Einstein-Yang-Mills equations with Horizons
It has been known for many years that one has the abelian black hole solutions
with
A = τ3(
q
r
dt+ g cos θdφ) (4.1)
ds2 = −∆dt2 + dr
2
∆
+ r2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2) (4.2)
∆ = 1− 2Gm
r
+G
(q2 + g2)
4πr2
(4.3)
where m is an arbitrary constant satisfying
m ≥ 1√
4πG
(q2 + g2)
1
2 (4.4)
If τ3 has a normalization such that
exp(4πiτ3) = 1 (4.5)
we must demand that
eg
2π
= 0, 1, 3, 5, . . . (4.6)
if A is an SO(3) connection and
eg
4π
= 0, 1, 2, 3 (4.7)
if A is an SU(2) connection. Note that the SO(3) case is only possible because the
presence of the horizon means that the singularity which would otherwise result at
r = 0 is hidden inside the horizon. It cannot occur if there are no horizons.
Note that (4.1) will always yield a spherically symmetric energy-momentum tensor
although it is not spherically symmetric as an SU(2) connection unless
eg
4π
= 1 (4.8)
This latter case corresponds to w = 1 in (2.11). Some authors prefer to use a
different gauge. Let
x = r(sin θ cosφ, sin θ sinφ, cos θ)
then the connection
eA˜1 =
dx2 ∧ dx3
r2
(w − 1) etc (4.9)
is gauge equivalent to (2.11) with a(r) = 0. Thus the Reissner-Nordstrom metric with
q = 0 and A˜ given by (4.9) with w = 0, whence (4.8) represents the simplest purely
magnetic SU(2) solution. This solution will extend trivially to a solution of the Einstein-
Yang-Mills-Higgs equations if one appends the covariantly constant Higgs field
Φi = η
xi
r
(4.10)
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The resulting solution is said to satisfy the Wu-Yang ansatz. Of course in the
Abelian gauge it reduces to
eA = 4πτ3 cos θdφ (4.11)
Φ = ητ3
ds2 = −(1− 2Gm
r
+
4πG
e2r2
)dt2 + (1− 2Gm
r
+
4πG
e2r2
)−1dr2 (4.12)
+r2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2) (4.13)
Until the work of Bartnik and McKinnon it had long been felt that these abelian
solutions would be the only solutions - rather by analogy with the No-Hair Theorems
for the Einstein-Maxwell equations. However recent work has clearly indicated this
conjecture to be false. Kunzle and Masood-ul-Alam (1990), Bizon (1990) , and Volkov
and Gal’tsov (1989) have shown that there exist analogues of the Bartnik and McKinnon
solutions with horizons. As one might expect these are unstable, as shown by Straumann
and Zhou (1990). The no hair conjecture in its naive form thus fails. In the spherically
symmetric case however Gal’tsov and Ershov (1990) have argued that as long as there
is a net Yang-Mills charge measurable at infinity, i.e. that w2 6= 1 at infinity then the
abelian solutions are unique.
What about the stability of the abelian solutions? This was studied some time
ago by Lohiya (1982). Following the analogous analysis of singular monopoles in flat
spacetime. The stability is determined by the large distance behaviour of the fields in a
manner described by Coleman (19839 and Brandt and Neri (1979). The analysis shows
that the purely magnetic solutions are unstable stable if the connection is topologically
trivial restricted to a 2-sphere at infinity. This means that all SU(2) connections i.e.
eg
4π
∈ Z
are unstable. Of the remaining SO(3) connections only the lowest one with
eg
2π
= 1
is stable.
A sufficient condition for instability of the electric solutions is that the electric
charge q exceeds 3e/2. Again this is consistent with the flat space results.
The conclusion would seem to be that in the absence of Higgs fields regardless of
uniqueness the non abelian-Einstein-Yang-Mills solutions are not of very much physical
interest. It is therefore appropriate to turn to the case when Higgs fields are included.
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5. Solutions of the Einstein-Yang-Mills Higgs Equations with Horizons
The obvious first remark is to recall that solutions always exist if the Higgs field
is covariantly constant. Choosing a gauge in which the direction of Φ is everywhere
the same in internal space we see that Yang-Mills potentials associated with rotations
about that direction satisfy the abelian equations and thus must belong to the Reissner-
Nordstrom family described earlier. Of course the stability results of Lohiya do not
necessarily apply now because the Higgs mechanism might well stabilize these Dirac-
type monopoles (for sufficiently large Higgs mass) against instabilities in the non-abelian
directions. To my knowledge this has not been looked at by anybody in detail.
In the case that the electric charge vanishes the results of Ortiz suggest that gravi-
tational collapse of a ’t Hooft-Polyakov monopole will result in an exterior field in which
the Higgs field is covariantly constant and given by (4.10), and the gauge field by (4.9)
and w = 0. This solution was originally written down by Cho and Freund (1975) and
Bais and Russell (1975). As mentioned earlier these correspond to the Reissner Nord-
strom solutions with q = 0 and g = 4pi
e
. My conjecture is that these are indeed classically
stable. Moreover quantum mechanically they should evolve by Hawking evaporaation
to the extreme, zero temperature state. Such objects should behave like stable solitons
and have been studied extensively by Hajicek and his collaborators from that point of
view. Thus if 4πGη2 is large enough the monopole problem of cosmology is in fact a
primordial black-hole monopole problem. In fact it it seems rather likely that ’tHooft-
Polyakov monopoles will be unstable for values of 4πGη2 which are somewhat smaller
than the maximum allowed value.
An important question now arises: are there any other solutions? For eaxmple are
there any electrically charged solutions in which the electric charges are associated with
the broken SU(2) generators for example ? Experience and intuition based on both the
physical ideas behind the Higgs mechanism (charge should be screened) and the non-
hair properties of black holes would have suggested until very recently that the answer is
no. At present however the answer is less clear because of two developments. The first
is the Bartnik-McKinnon-Bizon-Kunzle-Masood-ul-Alam - Vokkov-Gal’tsov solutions.
The second is the issue of fractional charges raised by Krauss and Wilczek (1990), see
Preskill and Krauss (1990) and Preskill (1990). Even in the simpler Abelian-Higgs
model the situation is not entirely clear. For that reason I will discuss what is known
in that case.
The simplest question to ask is are there static solutions of the Einstein-Higgs
equations with horizons? By static I mean that not only is the metric static but that
the complex Higgs field which I shall now call φ is strictly independent of time. If one
doesn’t make that assumption one might expect to find shells of “Q-matter” surrounding
a black hole. It is generally expected that as long as W (φ) is positive with an absolute
minimum at |φ| = η then the only solution must have φ = constant, with the constant
real with no loss of generality. If W (φ) vanishes it is easy to establish this result. If
W (φ) is convex it is also possible to establish this result using a “Bochner Identity”.
Suppose, more generally, that a field φA(x) takes its values in some riemannian target
manifold N with metric GAB((φ) and potential function W (φ). The Bochner identity
tells us that:
(
1
2
GAB
∂φA
∂xα
∂φB
∂xβ
gαβ);µ;µ = φ
A;α;βφB ;α;βGAB
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+φA;α(GABRαβ − gαβRACBDφC;µ φD;ν gµν)φB;β
+φA;α(φB;β ;β);αGAB (5.1)
where all covariant derivatives are covariant with respect to the spacetime metric gαβ
and the target-space metric GAB in the manner described by Misner (1978). The field
equations are:
φA;β ;β = G
AB∇BW (5.2)
and
Rαβ = 8πG[GABφ
A
;αφ
B
;β + gαβW (φ)] (5.2)
If one integrates (5.1) over the region exterior to the black hole and confined within
2 spacelike surfaces
∑
1 and
∑
2 such that
∑
1 is the time translation of
∑
2 and uses
the field equations and the boundary conditions:
φA;α l
α = 0
on the horizon and φA → constant at ∞ and where lα is the null generator of the
horizon one obtains the following
Theorem 4 (Scalar No Hair theorem) There are no non-trivial static
scalar fields on a static black hole solution of the Einstein-Higgs equations
for which W (φ) ≥ 0, and the sectional curvature of the target manifold is non
positive and W (φ);A;B is non negative
Note that unlike Cor. 1 of Theorem 1 we need a stronger assumption on W (φ) and
GAB . If GAB is flat and φ
A takes its value in a vector space we could have used the
simpler identity:
(φAGABφ
B
;α)
;α = φA;αGABφ
B
;β g
αβ (5.4)
and the field equation (5.2) one obtains
Theorem 5: There are no non-trivial static scalar fields on a static black
hole solution of the Einstein-Higgs equations for which φAW (φ);B ≥ 0
Remark: The proof of theorems 4 and 5 also applies to the case where infinity is
replaced by a cosmological event horizon.
Neither theorem 4 nor theorem 5 applies to even the simplest case of a single real
scalar field φ with potential
W (φ) = λ(φ2 − η2)2 (5.5)
λ > 0. Thus for non-linear field equations of this type the no-hair conjecture remains
- to use a standard term in Scots law -“Not Proven ”although there is some suggestive
work by Sawyer (1977) and Brumbaugh (1978) .
Let us turn to the work of Adler and Pearson (1978). They assume spherical
symmetry and the Einstein-Maxwell-Higgs equations, with a complex scalar φ. They
assume that that there is only an electric field present and a gauge exists in which:
(1) φ is independent of time and real
(2) A = A0dt with A0 everywhere bounded
Actually their assumptions are unnecessarily restrictive and their arguments both
incomplete and in part wrong. We shall assume to begin with that
Aµ = A0dt (5.6)
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with
(1) φ, A0 independent of time
(2) A0 → 0 at ∞
(3) the one form A0dt = Aµdx
µ has bounded “length’.’ That is gµνAµAν <∞ on
the horizon.
The equation for A0 is
−∇j(V −1∇jA0) + e2|φ|2A0 = 0 (5.7)
where ∇ is taken with respect to the 3-metric gij . We have dropped the assumption
that the metric is spherically symmetric and that φ is real.
If one multiplies (5.7) by A0 and integrates over a surface of constant time one
obtains: ∫
Σ
√
g(V −1e2|φ|2(A0)2 + V −1(∇iA0∇jA0)gij)
=
∫
∂Σ
(V −1A0∇jA0)dσj (5.8)
Now if |φ| → η and V → 1 at infinity solutions of (5.7) at infinity to like 1
r
exp±eηr.
Thus if A0 is to be bounded it must fall to zero exponentially and the boundary term at
infinity (5.9) will vanish. On the other hand if the field strength Fi0 = ∂iA0 is to have
bounded scalar invariant on the horizon we require that V −2(∇jA0)(∇jA0) should be
bounded near the horizon. Now if in addition AµAνg
µν is to be bounded we require
that A0 vanishes at least as fast as V at the horizon and so the boundary term at the
horizon in (5.9) must vanish.
We have thus established the following:
Lemma 1 There are no regular time independent electrostatic fields with time
independent vector potentials and Higgs field which are bounded with bounded length
Aµg
µνAν around a static black hole.
Unfortunately lemma 1 is not sufficient to establish that there can be no time
independent electrostatic fields around a black hole because it is not clear that there
should exist a global gauge in which the vector potentials and Higgs fields are both
time independent and bounded. In the usual electromagetic case without symmetry
breaking the potential Aµ cannot in fact be cast in a such a gauge. Thus it is necessary
to investigate the case when either the gauge variant fields Aµ and φ vary with time or
do not fall off at infinity. To my knowledge this has not been done.
Even if one assumes that the electromagnetic field vanishes and that the Higgs
field is time independent and bounded and even if one assumes further that it is real I
know of no rigorous proof that it must be constant in the case that the potential W has
the (non-convex) form (5.5).. The argument given be Adler and Pearson for example
appears to be incorrect. Although the no-hair property seems very plausible physically
it is clear that much remains to be done to establish it rigorously even in the abelian
case with symmetry breaking let alone in the non-abelian case.
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6. Global Monopoles and Black Holes
Barriola and Vilenkin(1989) have pointed out that the gravitational field of a global
monopole has some interesting properties. Far from the core one has
Φi ≃ ηX i/r (6.1)
T oo ≃ η21/r2 (6.2)
T rr ≃ η21/r2 (6.3)
T θθ = T
φ
φ ≃ −η2/r2 (6.4)
with asymptotic metric
ds2 ≃ −dt2 + dr
2
1− 8πGη2 + r
2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2) (6.5)
This metric is not asymptotically flat but rather asymptotically the product of a flat
time direction (i.e. the Newtonian potential tends to zero) with a 3-dimensional cone
over S2 with solid angular deficit 32π2Gη2. For a non singular (but infinity total energy)
Φi must vanish at r = 0, and the metric acquires some corrections. nevertheless in the
“σ-model approximation” in which Φi always remains in the global minimum of W (Φ)
one may replace the ≃ in (6.1) - (6.5) by = signs.
They are exact solutions of the Einstein equations with σ-model source. Moreover
one may consider in addition a black hole. Then (6.1) - (6.4) continue to hold as
equalities and (6.5) is replaced by
ds2 = −(1− 2Gm
r
)dt2 +
dr2
(1− 8πGη2)(1− 2Gm
r
)
+ r2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2) (6.6)
The metric (6.6) (which was worked out by myself and Fernando Ruiz-Ruiz) thus repre-
sents a global monopole inside a black hole. Unfortunately however, as pointed out by
Goldhaber (1989), the global monopole is likely to be unstable against a sort of angular
collapse in which all the Φ field energy becomes concentrated along a line defect or string
leaving the point defect at r = 0. This string has an energy per unit length of 4πη2. The
analysis of Goldhaber is consistent with the work of a number of people on defects in
liquid crystals which are modelled using the a free-energy functional [the “Frank Oseen
free energy in the one constant approximation] which particle physicists would refer to
as a σ-model action and mathematicians as an harmonic map energy functional. Point
defects have strings emerging from them which tend to the zero thickness limit of the
σ-model cosmic strings introduced by Comtet and myself (1989). Despite this instabil-
ity there continue to appear preprints analyzing there properties and those of similar
objects. An interesting feature is that under some circumstances there can be repulsive
gravitational effects. In particular Harari and Lousto (1990) have drawn attention to a
repulsive region near the core. A similar feature was found by Ortiz near the core of a
’t Hooft-Polyakov monopole. An interesting question to ask is whether for large enough
4πη2 gravitational collapse is inevitable and what is the critical value ? In effect this is
a limiting case of the Ortiz problem when λ/e2 is large.
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The gravitational field of an infinite straight σ-model strings was given by myself
and Comtet (1989). What about that due to a string emerging from a black hole? Such
a string would cause the black hole to accelerate and so the appropriate solution (in the
thin string approximation) is the C-metric:
ds2 =
1
A2(x+ y)2
[
dy2
F (y)
+
dx2
G(x)
+G(x)dα2 − F (y)dt2]
where
G(x) = −F (−x)
= 1− x2 − 2GmAx3; 0 < GmA < 1/
√
27
= 2GmA(x− x2)(x− x3)(x− x4)
I have labelled the 3 real roots of G(x) x2, x3, x4 in ascending magnitude (x2 and
x3 are both negative and x4 is positive).
The range of the “radial” variable y is
−x3 ≤ y ≤ −x2
with y = |x3| being an acceleration horizon and y = |x2| a black hole horizon. The
range of the “angular” variable x is x3 ≤ α ≤ x4. The 2-surfaces x = x3 and x = x4
are axes of symmetry for the angular Killing vector ∂
∂α
.
In order to understand what the coordinates used it is helpful to consider the case
when the the mass parameterm vanishes. Then the metric is flat and one may transform
to flat inertial coordinates using the formulae:
X1 ± iX2 = (1− x
2)
1
2
A(x+ y)
exp(±iα)
X3 ±X0 = (y
2 − 1) 12
A(x+ y)
exp(±t)
Evidently the coordinate singularity at x = ±1 is a rotation axis while the coordi-
nate singularity at y = ±1 corresponds to a pair of intersecting null hyperplanes forming
the past and future event horizons for a family of uniformly accelerating worldlines. A
similar interpretation may be given in the case that m 6= 0 but there is in addition a
Black Hole horizon. A detailed description was given by Kinnersley and Walker (1970)
If 0 ≤ α ≤ ∆α there will be angular deficits:
δ4
2π
=
∆α−∆α4
∆α4
;
δ3
2π
=
∆α−∆α3
∆α3
where
∆α4 =
4π
|G′(x4)| ; ∆α3 =
4π
|G′(x3)|
Since (unless mA = 0) ∆α4 6= ∆α3 it is not possible to eliminate both of these by
choosing ∆α. One can eliminate δ3 in which case the black hole is pulled along by a
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string, or δ4 in which case it is pushed along by a rod. In general the net “force” on the
hole is
F =
δ4
8πG
− δ3
8πG
=
∆α
4G
(
1
∆α4
− 1
∆α3
) =
∆αmA
8π
(x4 − x3)2
The black hole event horizon area A is given by
A = ∆α
A2
x4 − x3
(x4 − x2)(x3 − x2)
The black hole horizon surface gravity κBH and the acceleration horizon surface
gravity κR are given by:
κBH = GmA
2(x3 − x2)(x4 − x2)
κR = GmA
2(x3 − x2)(x4 − x3)
If GmA << 1 one obtains:
κBH ∼ 1
4Gm
κR ∼ A
A ∼ 8∆αG2m2
F ∼ ∆αmA
2π
whence
F ≃ AκBH
8πG
. κR
which is equivalent to Newton’s second law of motion. However for finite mA one does
not obtain such a simple expression. This is perhaps not surprising since if mA is
not small the Schwarzschild radius of the black hole is comparable with the radius of
curvature of its world line. Nevertheless it would be nice to understand the relation
between mass, acceleration and force in this non-linear situation. Some attempts in
this direction, which also relate to black hole thermodynamics were made by Aryal,
Ford and Vilenkin (1986),( see also Martinez and York (1990). Note that Aryal te al.
use the representation of accelerating black hole metrics in terms of Weyl-metrics using
the “rod representation” of Schwarzschild (Israel and Khan (1964). The relationship
between this picture and the C-metric including the co-ordinate transformation between
the finite rod plus semi-infinite rod (each of mass per unit length 1
2
) and the C-metric
form quoted above may be found in (Godfrey (1972) see also (Bonnor (1983,1990).More
about strings and black holes may be found in Chandraskhar and Xanthopouls (1989).
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7. Black Hole Monopole Pair-Production
In the quantum theory we know that charged particle anti-particle pairs may be
created by a sufficiently strong electric field - a process sometimes called the Schwinger
Process. It is plausible that magnetic monopoles should similarly be created by strong
magnetic fields. This process was investigated in Yang-Mills-Higgs theory by Affleck
and Manton (1982) using instanton methods. The use of instanton methods to calculate
the rate of production by the Schwinger process is discussed in (Affleck, Alvarez and
Manton).
Some time ago I suggested that the same process should occur in quantized Einstein-
Maxwell theory (Gibbons 1986). The idea has recently been taken up again by Stro-
minger and Garfinkle (1990). Since pure Einstein-Maxwell theory has invariance under
the duality transformation
Fµν → (exp α⋆)Fµν
where ⋆ is the Hodge star operation on 2-forms. There is no invariant distinction
between electric and magnetic, so let us concentrate on the purely magnetic case. In
any event it is this case which is physically most interesting in more realistic models.
To begin we need to model a strong magnetic field coupled to gravity. The natural
choice is the Melvin solution which represents an infinitely long straight self-gravitating
Faraday flux tube in equilibrium, the gravitational attraction being in equipoise with
the transverse magnetic pressure (Melvin (1964). The metric is:
ds2 = (1 + πGB2ρ2)2(−dt2 + dz2 + dρ2) + ρ2dφ2(1 + πGB2ρ2)−2
The magnetic field is given by:
F =
Bρdρ ∧ dφ
(1 + πGB2ρ2)2
The Melvin solution posesses a degress of uniqueness. For example Hiscock (1981)
has shown
Theorem: The only axisymmetric, static solution of the Einstein-Maxwell
field equations without an horizon which is is asymptotically Melvin is in
fact the Melvin Solution.
In fact Hiscock also allows for a neutral or electrically charged black hole as well.
I myself can show:
Theorem: The only translationally invariant, static solution of the Einstein-
Maxwell field equations without horizon which is asymptotically Melvin is
in fact the Melvin solution.
Proof: assume the metric is static and has reflection invariance with respect to the
z−direction. These two assumptions may easily be justified. The metric takes the form
ds2 = −V 2dt2 + Y 2dz2 + gABdxAdxB
with A = 1, 2. The field equations are:
∇A(V Y∇A ln(V/Y )) = V Y 8πG(Tzˆzˆ + T0ˆ0ˆ)
∇A(V Y∇A ln(V Y )) = V Y 8πGTAA
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V −1∇A∇BV + Y −1∇A∇BY = KgAB − 8π(TAB − 1
2
gAB(T
A
A + Tzˆzˆ + T0ˆ0ˆ))
where K is the Gauss curvature of the 2-metric gAB. The electromagnetic field is
assumed to be of the form:
F =
1
2
FABdx
AdxB.
It follows that T0ˆ0ˆ + Tzˆzˆ = 0 and hence:
∇A(V Y∇A(V/Y )) = 0.
Now V/Y tends to one at infinity (asymptotic boost invariance) and so we may invoke
tha Maximum Principle to show that V = Y everywhere. Thus the metric must be
boost invariant.It now follows that
∇A∇BV = fgAB
for some scalar f . Thus
KA = ǫAB∇BV
is a Killing vector field of the 2-metric gAB and since K
A∂AV = 0 it is also a Killing
vector field of the entire 4-metric. It is not difficult to see that this Killing vector field
corresponds to rotational symmetry of the solution.
The argument just given will generalise in various ways to cover some other stress
tensors and as mentioned above the staticity asummption and the assumption that
gαz = gzzδαz is not difficult to justify using standard methods on the global theory
of balck holes. Interestingly however it does not seem to be possible to show using
this method that the metric of a local cosmic string must be axisymmetric. Even in
flat spacetime this seems to be a very difficult problem, i.e. to show that all time
independent Nielsen-Olesen vortex solutions of the abelian Higgs model ( in the non-
supersymmetric case) must have axial symmetry. Having established the credentials
of the Melvin solution as uniquely suitable model of a static magnetic field in general
relativity we turn to looking for instanton solutions representing the creation of a black
hole monopole anti-monopole pair. If there were no external magnetic field the obvious
candidate instantons would be the magnetically charged C-metric for which
G(x) = 1− x2 − 2GmAx3 −G(g2/4π)A2x4.
However this has nodal singularities. In fact since the metric is boost invariant it has
zero ADM mass and thus it cannot be regular by the positive mass theorem generalised
to include apparent horizons. However it was pointed out by Ernst ((1976) that the
nodal singularity may be eliminated if one appends a suitable magnetic field. The
resulting metric is of the same form as (6.7) but the first three terms are mutiplied by
and the last term divided by the factor:
(1 +GBgx/2)4.
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If m = 0 = g = A we get the Melvin solution but the limit must be taken carefully. The
nodal singularity may be eliminated if B is chosen so that
G′(x3)/(1 +GBgx3/2)
4 +G′(x4)/(1 +Ggx4/2)
4 = 0.
Where x3 and x4 are two larger roots of G(x) and we assume now that there are 4
roots. The smallest root x1 is thus inside the acceleration horizon. This equation may
be regarded as an equation for B the magnetic field necessary to provide the force to
accelerate the magnetically charged black hole. It is difficult to find an explicit solution
in terms of g, m and A except when GmA is small in which case one finds the physically
sensible result:
gB ≈ mA.
In order to obtain an instanton which is regular on the Riemannian section obtained by
allowing the time coordinate t to be pure imaginary it is necessary that the τ = it is
perodic with period given by the surface gravity. This leads to the condition that
G′(x2) +G
′(x3) = 0.
It appears that the the only way to satisfy this condition is to set:
m = |g|/√(4πG)
Note that this equation does not mean that the horizons have vanishing surface
gravity as I mistakenly asserted in (1986).It is not difficult to see that the topology
of the Riemann section is S2 × S2 with a point removed. In fact topologically one
can obtain this manifold from R4, which is the topology of the Melvin solution, by
surgery along an S1. That is by cutting out a neighbourhood of a circle which has
topology D3×S1 with boundary S2×S1 and replacing by S2×D2 which has the same
boundary. This surgery is also what is needed to convert R3 × S1 to R2 × S2 i.e. to
convert a manifold with the topology of ”Hot Flat Space” to that with the topology of
the Riemannian section of the Schwarzschild solution.
The existence of this instanton would seem to be rather important. It seems to
imply for example that it would be inconsistent not to consider the effects of black hole
monopoles since given strong enough magnetic fields they will be spontaneously created.
Once they are created they should evolve by thermal evaporation to the extreme zero
temperature soliton state. Another reason why I believe that this process is so important
is that it seems to show that while one may have one’s doubts about the effects of
wormholes because of the absence of suitable solutions of the classical equations of
motion with positive definite signature, the solutions described here do indicate that
some sort of topological fluctuations in the structure of spacetime must be taken into
account in a satisfactory theory of gravity coupled to Maxwell or Yang-Mills theory.
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